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The PONTES office Solivan in Warsaw (Poland) strengthens its team by PE&
PE& VC expert
Dorota Przelaskowska, a legal counsel (radca prawny) with 20 years professional
experience.
experience.

In her work, Dorota mainly deals with the company law issues, commercial law, private equity and venture
capital transactions and competition protection law issues. Her professional experience also includes
advising on banking law, labour law and real estate matters.
She advises many regional private equity funds like, e.g. Innova Capital and professional investors (Polish
and foreign) in a number of M&A transactions involving companies operating in various economic sectors
(including, banking and finance, pharmaceutics, healthcare, mining industry, energy, telecommunications,
retail and wholesale trade and aerospace). She has significant experience in the corporate law, in particular
with respect to the operation of capital companies. She participated in a number of due diligence reviews of
entrepreneurs gaining practical knowledge of enterprises’ operation.
Dorota advises her clients on the domestic and European merger control rules and successfully represented
clients in merger clearance proceedings related to consolidation of businesses. She provides advice on other
aspects of antitrust law, especially with respect to the compliance of business activity with the broadly
understood competition and consumer protection law.
Dorota Przelaskowska started her professional career in 1998 and has gained professional experience at the
international law firms such as Hunton & Williams, Dewey & LeBoeuf and Greenberg Traurig. She is a
member of the Competition Law Association.
Solivan Partner Christian Schnell quotes: “Dorota joining our team is an important step forward to
strengthen our PE&VC practice. We expect Dorota to closely cooperate with the PONTES office JSK in Prague
and its practice group head Tomas Dolezil to position PONTES for PE&VC transactions in the region.”

About PONTES
PONTES, established in 2004, is a legal network rooted in the culture of cooperation and results.
Knowledge is the key to our excellence: addressing trends within the practice and bringing the best minds
together. PONTES firms also benefit from a schedule of cross-border training events, staff secondment and
quarterly roundtables.
PONTES draws on in-depth knowledge acquired by leading international practices; a group of over 120
professionals delivering top-flight legal services clients can rely on, with experience in a range of practices
including corporate/M&A, banking and finance, real estate, litigation and dispute resolution, contract,
employment, energy and infrastructure, as well as insurance and capital markets.
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